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A B S T R A C T   

Hypoxia, excessive reactive oxygen species (ROS), and impaired angiogenesis are prominent obstacles to wound 
healing following trauma and surgical procedures, often leading to the development of keloids and hypertrophic 
scars. To address these challenges, a novel approach has been proposed, involving the development of a cascade 
enzymatic reaction-based nanocarriers-laden wound dressing. This advanced technology incorporates superoxide 
dismutase modified oxygen nanobubbles and catalase modified oxygen nanobubbles within an alginate hydrogel 
matrix. The oxygen nano chamber functions through a cascade reaction between superoxide dismutase and 
catalase, wherein excessive superoxide in the wound environment is enzymatically decomposed into hydrogen 
peroxide, and this hydrogen peroxide is subsequently converted into oxygen by catalase. This enzymatic cascade 
effectively controls wound inflammation and hypoxia, mitigating the risk of keloid formation. Concurrently, the 
oxygen nanobubbles release oxygen continuously, thus providing a sustained supply of oxygen to the wound site. 
The oxygen release from this dynamic system stimulates fibroblast proliferation, fosters the formation of new 
blood vessels, and contributes to the overall wound healing process. In the rat full-thickness wound model, the 
cascade reaction-based nano oxygen chamber displayed a notable capacity to expedite wound healing without 
scarring. Furthermore, in the pilot study of porcine full-thickness wound healing, a notable acceleration of tissue 
repair was observed in the conceived cascade reaction-based gel treated group within the 3 days post-surgery, 
which represents the proliferation stage of healing process. These achievements hold significant importance in 
ensuring the complete functional recovery of tissues, thereby highlighting its potential as a promising approach 
for enhancing wound healing outcomes.   

1. Introduction 

The rapid and successful healing of traumatic and surgical wounds is 
a formidable task that carries considerable implications for a substantial 
global demographic, thereby exerting significant pressures on health-
care infrastructures and patients alike [1]. Not only does this process 
intricately influence individuals’ psychological and physiological 
well-being, but it also imparts substantial financial ramifications due to 
the need for prolonged wound management strategies [2]. Conse-
quently, this culminates in a notable societal burden. Further 

exacerbating this intricate issue is the frequent emergence of keloids and 
hypertrophic scars, which complicates wound recovery scenarios [3]. 
The formation of keloids not only disrupts the functional integrity of the 
regenerated tissue but also profoundly undermines the overall quality of 
life experienced by affected individuals [4,5]. 

Amid the multitude of factors contributing to inadequate healing and 
the formation of keloids, excessive inflammation emerges as a pivotal 
causative element [6]. While low levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
are essential for defending against external pathogens in normal phys-
iological environment, an elevated ROS level in poorly healed wounds 
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leads to persistent and irreversible damage in the affected area [7]. This, 
in turn, initiates oxidative stress and exacerbates the inflammatory 
response, thereby sustaining macrophages in the M1 phenotype. 
Notably, a panel of molecules such as IL-6, IL-8, and IL-18, have been 
identified as significantly upregulated in keloid tissue, eliciting pro-
nounced pro-inflammatory effects following tissue damage [8]. This 
pronounced inflammatory milieu is not confined to keloid tissue alone; 
even in the peripheral blood of keloid-afflicted individuals, IL-8 levels 
have been observed to surge up to seven-fold higher than those in 
healthy individuals [9]. To surmount this formidable challenge, various 
anti-inflammatory strategies have been devised and implemented within 
wound dressings [10]. An emergent approach lies in the realm of 
nanoenzymes, synthetic nanomaterials endowed with 
enzyme-mimicking attributes, known for their potent catalytic effi-
ciency and robust stability [11]. However, the translation of nano-
enzymes into clinical applications has been hindered by several 
constraints. While diverse methodologies have emerged for the metic-
ulous fabrication of nanozymes with well-defined structures, a paucity 
of comprehensive insights into their underlying catalytic mechanisms 
persists [12]. Furthermore, the enhancement of nanozyme selectivity 
and activity remains a paramount goal, and the uncertainty of 
biocompatibility, safety and therapeutic efficacy poses a formidable 
challenge that necessitates further inquiry [13]. 

Hypoxia constitutes an additional pivotal contributor to the 
impairment of wound healing and the emergence of keloids [14]. To 
increase wound oxygen level, diverse approaches have been explored, 

including hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT), topical oxygen therapy 
(TOT) devices and dressings in clinical wound management such as 
OxyBand (OxyBand Technologies) and O2Boot (GWR Medical Inc.) [15, 
16]. Despite these advancements, the efficacy of HBOT and TOT was 
limited by the restricted penetration of external gases into tissues, the 
potential side effects, and the lack of precision in controlling oxygen 
delivery further constrains their potential [17,18]. To address these 
challenges, novel nanotechnologies for enhancing wound oxygenation 
have come to the forefront, including (1) oxygen generation through 
enzymatic reactions based on catalase, MnO2, or nanoenzymes [19], (2) 
the utilization of oxygen-carrying materials, including per-
fluorocarbons, hemoglobin, and oxygen nanobubbles (ONBs) [20]. 
ONBs, characterized by encapsulating oxygen within shells predomi-
nantly crafted from materials such as polymers or lipids, offer a prom-
ising avenue for mitigating hypoxia and facilitating wound oxygenation 
[21,22]. Notably, ONBs exhibit a distinct advantage over dissolved ox-
ygen, since they possess the capacity to retain oxygen over extended 
periods when situated within an appropriate buffer [23]. 

With the aim of addressing the dual challenges posed by excessive 
inflammation and hypoxia within wounds, we have introduced a novel 
approach involving the development of a cascade enzymatic reaction- 
based oxygen-delivering nano chamber, embedded within an alginate 
hydrogel (see Scheme 1). The nano chamber, which comprises of su-
peroxide scavenging (SOS) oxygen nanobubble and oxygen-generating 
catalyst (OGC) nanobubble, is constructed by encapsulating nanoscale 
oxygen bubbles within a glycosylated protein conjugate featuring 

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of (a) the structure of Mix-Gel and (b) the mechanisms of enhanced healing through (i) cascade enzymatic reaction-mediated ROS 
scavenging and oxygen production; (ii) oxygen release from the core of cascade reaction-based nano chamber; (iii) enhanced angiogenesis. 
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dextran-conjugated superoxide dismutase (SOD) and catalase (CAT). 
The glycosylated proteins have been proven to augment protein prop-
erties, fostering improved thermal stability and self-assembling prop-
erties [24,25]. Furthermore, the glycosylated protein conjugate serves 
as the host for the bulk nanoscale oxygen bubbles generated through 
ultrasonic cavitation, leading to the formation of both SOS and OGC. 
Functionally, the cascade enzymatic process driven by SOS induces the 
dismutation of superoxide anions into hydrogen peroxide, which is then 
effectively converted into oxygen and water through the catalase in 
OGC. This sequential enzymatic reaction not only addresses reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) accumulation but also facilitates oxygen genera-
tion, thus alleviating hypoxia within the poor healed wound. Further-
more, catalase exhibits highest activity at 35 ◦C, consistent with the 
physiological temperatures [26]. Its stability diminishes beyond a pH of 
10, and maximal decomposition of H2O2 remains consistent until below 
a pH of 5, with an optimal pH at 7.0 [27]. Considering that wound beds 
tend to maintain a pH range of 7.2–7.7 [28], the encapsulated 
catalase-based nanobubble in our wound dressing provides optimal 
functionality. In parallel, the encapsulated oxygen nanobubbles persis-
tently supply and release oxygen. By combining these two oxygen de-
livery modalities—the cascade enzymatic oxygen generation and the 
oxygen nanobubble-mediated oxygen release—the nano chamber ex-
hibits enhanced efficiency in replenishing oxygen to the wound site. This 
multifaceted nano chamber is incorporated into an alginate hydrogel 

matrix (Mix-Gel), which is then applied to the wounded area. Notably, 
our method has been proven efficacious in the acceleration of wound 
closure in both rat and porcine full-thickness wound models. Moreover, 
in rat models, the approach showcases a remarkable achievement in 
obtaining scarless wound that healed within 14 days of treatment. 

2. Results 

2.1. Synthesis and characterization of SOS, OGC, and hydrogels 

The fabrication process of SOS and OGC oxygen nanobubble follows 
a previously reported methodology with slight modifications [29]. 
Briefly, the synthesis initiated with the conjugation of SOD and CAT to 
dextran sulfate induced by 24 h of mixing and subsequent ultra-
sonication. Concurrently, oxygen was introduced into the system and 
nanobubbles were generated during ultrasonication. The conjugated 
superoxide dismutase was measured using bicinchoninic acid (BCA) 
protein assay (Fig. S2). Dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis indi-
cated that SOS exhibited an average hydrodynamic diameter of 59.40 
nm and a mean zeta potential of − 38.94 mV (Fig. 1a and c). The rounded 
morphology was observed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
(Fig. S3). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging further 
validated the core-shell configuration of SOS, featuring a 
protein-polymer shell negatively stained and an oxygen nanobubble 

Fig. 1. Characterization of SOS. (a) Diameter distribution and polydispersity index (PDI) of SOS. (b) TEM image of SOS. Scale bar = 50 nm and 20 nm (magnified 
image). (c) Zeta potential of SOS (n = 3, mean ± SD). (d) UV–vis absorbance of SOS, SOS-con, and SOD. (e) A294 and A420 of: mixture of dextran sulfate and SOD 
(D0), mixture of dextran sulfate and SOD following 24 h of mixing, and SOS (n = 3, mean ± SD). (f) Infrared spectra of SOD and SOS. (g) Gel electrophoresis of 
different samples. Lanes: 1: Protein ladder; 2: Natural SOD; 3: Mixture of dextran sulfate and SOD; 4: Ultrasonicated SOD; 5: SOS-con; 6: SOS. (h) Inhibition of WST-1 
reduction rate (n = 3, mean ± SD). 
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core (Fig. 1b). The distinct absorption peaks of SOD at approximately 
210 nm and 258 nm were evident in both SOS and SOS-con as well, 
confirming the presence of SOD in the SOS structure. Likewise, DLS 
analysis indicated that the OGC oxygen nanobubble exhibited a diam-
eter of 97.73 nm and a zeta potential of − 25 mV (Figs. S1a and S1b). 
TEM imaging also confirmed that OGC possessed a similar core-shell 
structure compared to SOS (Fig. S1c). UV–vis absorption demonstrated 
similar characteristic peaks of SOD and CAT in the formulations, which 
verified the presence of enzyme in the SOS and OGC (Fig. 1d and 
Fig. S1d). Concentration distribution of SOS was measured using 
nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) (Fig. S4) and 4 ◦C stability of OGC 
and SOS was monitored for a period if six weeks. Results revealed high 
size stability of both OGC and SOS, favorable for practical applications 
(Fig. S5). 

To further verify the formation of SOS and OGC, the successful 
conjugation between dextran sulfate and enzymes was assessed. UV–vis 
absorbance at 294 nm and 420 nm (Fig. 1e) was measured to evaluate 
the intensity of browning, indicative of early and late Maillard reaction 
products (MRP), respectively [30]. The results revealed a notable rise in 
absorbance at both 294 nm and 420 nm following 24 h of mixing, in 
comparison to non-ultrasonicated SOD at day zero (D0). Following 
ultrasonication, the absorbance was further elevated, thereby affirming 
the formation of MRP products. Fig. S1e also demonstrated consistent 
findings, with both A294 and A420 showing higher values in OGC 
compared to CAT. Fig. 1f and Fig. S1f displays the FT-IR spectra of both 
native enzyme and enzymatic oxygen nanobubble. The absorption 
bands observed at 1645 cm− 1 and 1540 cm− 1 were attributed to the 
distinct amide I and amide II bands inherent to proteins [31]. These 
spectral features represent well-characterized structural features of 
proteins. The presence of a wide band around 3411 cm− 1 indicated O–H 
stretching, while a distinct sharp band observed at approximately 1024 
cm− 1 was attributed to C–O stretching [31,32]. These spectral charac-
teristics suggest that the introduction of dextran sulfate through cova-
lent binding brought about the incorporation of sugar molecules, thus 
providing additional confirmation of the formation of glycosylated 
protein conjugates. Sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel elec-
trophoresis (SDS-PAGE) analysis was performed to further confirm the 
conjugation. The sample of native SOD displayed a band at approxi-
mately 16 kDa, consistent with the monomeric form of SOD (with a 
molecular weight of 16.8 kDa). Comparable protein bands were detected 
in the remaining samples, including the mixture, sonicated SOD, 
SOS-con, and SOS samples, indicating the presence of SOD within these 
formulations. Notably, the protein bands of SOS-con and SOS exhibited a 
slight shift towards higher molecular weights compared to native SOD, 
which can be attributed to the increased molecular mass resulting from 
the successful conjugation between the protein and polysaccharides 
induced by ultrasonication, thereby confirming the effective formation 
of SOS (Fig. 1g). Subsequently, the SOD catalytic activity of both SOS 
and SOS-con was assessed using the WST-1 (2-(4-iodophenyl)-3-(4-ni-
trophenyl)-5-(2,4-disulfo-phenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, monosodium salt) 
assay [33,34]. The results demonstrated that both SOS and SOS-con 
effectively inhibited the reduction of WST-1 induced by superoxide 
anion (Fig. 1h, Fig. S6). Remarkably, even when diluted 25 times, the 
inhibition rate remained consistently above 80 %. Overall, these find-
ings collectively confirm the successful formation of SOS, with the 
retained SOD activity and the ability to effectively scavenge superoxide 
anions. 

Considering clinical safety and translation, sodium alginate (SA), 
FDA-approved material, was employed as the skeleton of Mix-Gel [35]. 
The imperative attributes of clinical hydrogel dressings include excellent 
fluidity and gelling proficiency [36]. Hence, we investigated the impact 
of varying concentrations of alginate on the gel properties. The data 
from the time sweep analysis revealed that different concentrations of 
alginate did not have a substantial influence on the gelation time 
(Fig. S7). Subsequent SEM imaging analysis, digital photos, and rheo-
logical properties indicated that higher alginate concentrations resulted 

in a denser micropore structure, but concurrently increased stiffness, 
which is not conducive for wound application (Figs. S8, S9, S10). 
Considering these findings collectively, we selected a final concentration 
of 1 wt% for our subsequent experiments. To ascertain the optimal 
conditions for the cascade reaction, different ratios of SOD to CAT was 
utilized to measure the concentration of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), the 
intermediate product of the cascade reaction. Notably, we observed a 
diminishing effect of the cascade reaction when the SOD:CAT ratio was 
lowered from 1:2 to 1:0.5, suggesting a lower turnover number of CAT 
compared to SOD (Fig. S11). Further increasing the ratio to 1:4 did not 
significantly enhance the cascade reaction, possibly due to the high 
concentrations within the confined in vitro experimental setup. Conse-
quently, the concentration ratio of SOD:CAT at 1:2 was deemed optimal 
and used in subsequent experiments. The image of Mix-Gel applied to 
the upper arm is depicted in Fig. S12. The transparency of the gel fa-
cilitates continuous monitoring of the wound condition. Nanobubble 
release profile within 48 h was investigated in PBS (pH = 7.4) at 37 ◦C 
(Fig. S13). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging revealed the 
microstructure of hydrogels. Blank-Gel, OGC-Gel, SOS-Gel, and Mix-Gel 
all displayed a pore-structure with similar pore size (Fig. 2a). The laden 
nanoparticles can be visualized in the structure. To preempt premature 
oxygen leakage from the cascade reaction nano chamber, it was 
imperative for the hydrogel matrix to exhibit swift gelation character-
istics. Consequently, rheological properties were investigated based on 
the strain-amplitude sweep because the frequency dependency of algi-
nate gels with a CaCl2 crosslinker is mild [37]. As the strain-amplitude 
was increased, the Mix-Gel and other hydrogels exhibited a similar 
pattern where the storage modulus (G′) values consistently surpassed 
their corresponding loss modulus (G″) values, suggesting the prevailing 
elastic-dominated characteristics of these hydrogels (Fig. 2b and d). The 
incorporation of nanoparticles did not result in significant alterations in 
the overall mechanical properties. The results of the time sweep analysis 
demonstrated that both the Mix-Gel and other hydrogels underwent 
gelation within a mere 100 s (Fig. 2c and e). This rapid gelation time-
frame ensures the prevention of oxygen leakage prior to application onto 
wounds. 

2.2. Oxygen production and ROS scavenging 

In theory, the cascade enzymatic reaction-based oxygen nano 
chamber has the potential to efficiently convert reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) including superoxide anion and H2O2 into oxygen. To validate 
this, the process of oxygen production was visualized and subsequently 
monitored using a dissolved oxygen meter (Fig. 3a and b). Following 
incubation, with a mixture of H2O2 and superoxide anion, comparison 
with Blank-Gel revealed that both Mix-Gel and OGC-Gel prominently 
generated a substantial quantity of gas bubbles, causing them to float. 
SOS-Gel also yielded a minor number of bubbles, which can be attrib-
uted to the limited amount of oxygen produced through the decompo-
sition of superoxide anion. Oxygen generation was evaluated over a 48-h 
period to align with the dressing renewal schedule in the in vivo rat full- 
thickness wound model. Our findings indicate that, among the tested 
hydrogels, Mix-Gels exhibited the highest capacity for oxygen produc-
tion, reaching up to 8.96 mg/L. This notable oxygen generation can be 
attributed to the dual mechanisms employed, including the cascade 
enzymatic reaction-based oxygen production mode and the release of 
encapsulated oxygen nanobubbles. The evaluation of intracellular oxy-
gen supply was conducted on HDFa (Human Dermal Fibroblasts, adult) 
cells using a cellular hypoxia indicator, [Ru(dpp)3]Cl2 (RDPP) (Fig. 3c). 
The HDFa cells treated with Mix-Gel exhibited the lowest RDPP fluo-
rescence, resembling the levels observed in cells incubated under nor-
moxia. This observation indicates the attenuation of hypoxia, thus 
confirming the efficacy of the Mix-Gel in providing an effective oxygen 
supply mechanism. 

Mix-Gel is expected to possess the capability to decompose super-
oxide anions, with the resultant H2O2 subsequently being converted into 
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O2 through the action of the nano oxygen chamber. The elimination of 
superoxide anions was evidenced through a WST-1 reduction assay. 
Comparable to the SOD group, superoxide anions were nearly entirely 
depleted within 25 min of the reaction in the Mix-Gel (Fig. 3d). Over the 
25-min period, absorbance at 450 nm was measured every 5 min 
(Fig. 3e). The progressively decreasing absorbance indicated the con-
sumption of superoxide anions by the Mix-Gel. Intracellular ROS levels 
and SOD scavenging were assessed in HDFa cells. ROS indicator, 2′, 7′- 
dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (H2DCFDA) staining results 
revealed that Mix-Gel exhibited the lowest ROS levels among all treat-
ment groups, while OGC-Gel and SOS-Gel also led to a reduction in ROS 
levels to varying degrees (Fig. 3h). Fluorescent imaging and quantitation 
further confirmed the comparable efficiency of ROS and SOD scavenging 
by Mix-Gel, aligning consistently with the previous findings (Fig. 3f and 
g). 

2.3. Evaluation of biocompatibility and enhanced cell proliferation 

Biocompatibility studies are crucial for successful clinical trans-
lation. In order to assess biocompatibility, cell toxicity assays were 
conducted on HDFa and HEKa (Human Epidermal Keratinocytes, adult) 
cells (Fig. 4b, Fig. S14). The results revealed that cell viability remained 
above 80 % for all hydrogel treatments on both HDFa and HEKa cells, 
indicating a high level of biocompatibility. Subsequently, a hemolysis 
assay was conducted to assess blood compatibility (Fig. 4c). Notably, all 
hydrogel groups exhibited negligible hemolysis, with a hemolytic ratio 
lower than 2 % [38,39]. These results collectively underscore the 
remarkable biocompatibility of the hydrogels. 

The evaluation of cell proliferation was conducted on HDFa cells, 
subjected to a 24-h exposure to hypoxic conditions with treatments of 
different hydrogels. The results showed that Mix-Gel treated cells dis-
played a discernible increase in cell proliferation among all treatments 
(Fig. 4d). The live/dead staining assay exhibited a greater proportion of 
viable cells of the Mix-Gel treatment group, thereby reinforcing the 

previous observation (Fig. 4a). To further validate the enhanced cell 
proliferation effect, a BrdU incorporation assay was performed to visu-
alize the newly proliferated cells (Fig. 4e). Remarkably, the Mix-Gel 
treated group showcased a considerably elevated positive signal of 
BrdU, indicative of the incorporation of newly synthesized DNA, thereby 
providing robust evidence of the enhanced proliferation effect induced 
by Mix-Gel. 

2.4. In vitro enhanced wound healing: migration and angiogenesis 
assessment 

In vitro wound healing efficacy was assessed by evaluating cell 
migration. In the scratch assay, after generating the wound scar, cells 
were exposed to different treatments under hypoxic conditions and 
wound closure was visually monitored at 0, 12, and 24 h, respectively. 
Notably, the Mix-Gel treatment group exhibited the most rapid rate of 
wound closure compared to all other treatments, highlighting an 
enhanced cell migration response (Fig. 5a and b). Correspondingly, in 
the transwell migration assay, the Mix-Gel treatment group also 
demonstrated a higher count of migrated cells after 24 h of co- 
incubation, validating the accelerated in vitro wound healing effect of 
Mix-Gel (Fig. 5c and d). 

To assess the in vitro angiogenesis potential, Human Umbilical Vein 
Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) were employed, as compromised angio-
genesis has been associated with delayed wound healing (Fig. 5e). In the 
tube formation assay, following 6 h of treatments under hypoxic con-
ditions, the group treated with Mix-Gel showed a notable increase in the 
overall length of branches and the number of branches (Fig. 5f and g). 
This result demonstrated the capacity of Mix-Gel to promote angio-
genesis, suggesting its potential to enhance wound healing. 

2.5. In vivo wound healing efficacy on rat full-thickness wound model 

A Sprague-Dawley rat model with excisional full-thickness wounds 

Fig. 2. Characteristics of hydrogels. (a) SEM images of Blank-Gel, Mix-Gel, SOS-Gel, and OGC-Gel. (b) Rheological behaviors (storage modulus and loss modulus) of 
Mix-Gel. (c) Time sweep analysis of Mix-Gel. Comparative (d) rheological behavior and (e) time sweep of Mix-Gel and other hydrogels. 
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was employed to investigate the therapeutic effectiveness of the 
hydrogel dressings. The surgical process, application of dressings, and 
the timeline of the healing process are visually depicted in Fig. 6a. The 
wound closure progression was closely monitored over the 14-day 
treatment period. In each experimental group, a notable decrease in 
the wound area was observed, attributable to epidermal migration 
(Fig. 6b). The simulated wound healing progression over the time in-
terval was represented in Fig. 6c. Aligning with our in vitro findings, the 
Mix-Gel treatment exhibited the highest rate of wound closure (Fig. 6e). 
The quantitative wound area was measured and depicted in Fig. 6d. 
Notably, infection and inflammation were observed in the Tegaderm 
and Blank-Gel groups at days 4 and 6, whereas no macroscopic infection 
was presented in the other treatments. Furthermore, by day 14, the Mix- 
Gel group demonstrated the most favorable recovery outcome, charac-
terized by scarless healing. In contrast, the other groups displayed 
noticeable residual wound areas or keloids, which could potentially 
compromise the restored tissue’s normal functionality. A decline in body 
weight was evident in the first two days following surgery, which can be 
attributed to the recuperation from anesthesia (Fig. 6f). Overall, the 
Mix-Gel proved effective in expediting surgical wound healing without 
inducing keloid formation, ultimately leading to scarless healing 
outcomes. 

Subsequently, a thorough evaluation of the therapeutic efficacy of 

various treatments was conducted with the wound tissue obtained on 
day 14. Histopathological examination utilized staining with hematox-
ylin and eosin (H&E) and Masson’s trichrome (Fig. 7a and b). The results 
on Day 14 revealed that while all treatment groups exhibited wound 
closure and the development of newly formed epidermis, the Mix-Gel 
group demonstrated notably flatter wound surfaces, indicative of a 
continuous and coherent epidermis, which underscores the substantial 
potential of Mix-Gel in preventing keloid formation and promoting 
scarless wound healing. Additionally, the Mix-Gel-treated group man-
ifested diminished regions of inflammation and heightened density of 
newly developed vascular structures, which can be attributed to its 
cascade enzymatic reaction-mediated ROS scavenging ability and the 
subsequent production and release of oxygen. 

An array of quantitative analysis was performed to assess skin repair 
parameters, which encompassed various factors such as hair follicle and 
gland count, scar index, dermal thickness, epidermal thickness, and 
collagen fraction [40,41]. The Scar Index (SI), a measure of scar size, 
was determined by dividing the scar area (mm2) by the average dermal 
thickness (mm). Our results suggested that the group treated with 
Mix-Gel exhibited the lowest scar index, suggesting a more positive 
result of wound healing (Fig. 7c). Measurements of dermal thickness 
indicated that the Mix-Gel-treated group had a thicker dermal layer, 
signifying effective tissue repair (Fig. 7d). In contrast, the thickness of 

Fig. 3. Evaluation of oxygen production and ROS scavenging. (a) Digital image of oxygen generation from different hydrogels. Red arrows: oxygen bubbles. (b) 
Oxygen concentration curve of different hydrogels in 48 h. (c) Intracellular hypoxia levels of different treatments characterized by hypoxia indicator, RDPP. Scale 
bar = 100 μm. (d) Absorbance at 450 nm after 25 min of reaction. (e) UV–vis absorption tested every 5 min throughout 25 min of reaction. (f) Representative SOD 
(red) and ROS (green) fluorescence images under various treatments. Scale bar = 50 μm. (g) Quantitative assessment of SOD (upper) and ROS (lower) fluorescence 
intensity (n = 3, mean ± SD). (h) Flow cytometry analysis of H2DCFDA staining on HDFa cells. 
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the newly formed epidermis closely resembled that of normal skin tis-
sue, indicating a well-balanced and suitable healing response, which can 
help prevent the development of functionally and aesthetically prob-
lematic keloid scars (Fig. 7e). Additionally, the heightened number of 
newly formed hair follicles (Fig. S15) and glands (Fig. S16) underscores 
the exceptional quality of healing facilitated by Mix-Gel treatment. 
Moreover, Masson’s trichrome staining revealed that in the Tegaderm 
and Blank-Gel groups, the collagen bundles exhibited increased thick-
ness, irregular morphology, and a densely packed and disorganized 
arrangement (Fig. 7b). While augmented collagen thickness contributes 
to skin firmness, it concurrently has the potential to increase skin stiff-
ness and scar formation [42,43]. Conversely, in the Mix-Gel treated 
group, there was a substantial presence of collagen fibers exhibiting a 
more mature phenotype characterized by highly organized alignment, 
and collagen fiber bundles displayed a thinner profile, with a more 
loosely organized and regular arrangement, closely resembling the 
collagen architecture observed in unwounded skin tissue (Fig. S17). The 
quantitative evaluation of collagen volume fraction corroborated the 
observed results, confirming the enhanced capability of Mix-Gel to de-
posit collagen (Fig. 7f). 

To further confirm the multifunctional effects of Mix-Gel on angio-
genesis, anti-inflammation, and hypoxia alleviation in vivo, we con-
ducted tissue fluorescent staining on the wound tissues at day 14 post- 
surgery. Adequate oxygen supply is known to be crucial for the regen-
eration of new blood vessels during wound healing [44]. The results of 
immunofluorescent staining for CD31, a marker for angiogenesis, 
exhibited increased expression and fluorescence intensity in the Mix-Gel 
treated group, highlighting the Mix-Gel’s ability to promote angiogen-
esis (Fig. 8a and b). Furthermore, in line with the hypoxia mitigation 
observed in HDFa cells, there was a notable reduction in HIF-1α 
expression in the Mix-Gel group, indicating its effectiveness in allevi-
ating hypoxia within wounds (Fig. 8a and d). 

The cascade enzymatic reaction within the nano oxygen chamber 
aims to mitigate excessive ROS and inflammation, thereby preventing 
the formation of dysfunctional scars during the healing process. 
Consequently, we evaluated ROS levels and the macrophage phenotype. 
Dihydroethidium (DHE) was employed as a widely used probe for 
detecting cytosolic superoxide and ROS, producing a red fluorescent 
product, 2-hydroxyethidium, upon reacting with the superoxide anion 
[45]. DHE staining results on wound tissues revealed significantly lower 

Fig. 4. Assessment of biocompatibility and augmented cell proliferation. (a) Representative fluorescent images of live/dead staining of HDFa cells. Scale bar = 50 
μm. (b) Cell toxicity of HDFa cells with different concentrations of Mix-Gel, OGC-Gel, and SOS-Gel treatments (n = 3, mean ± SD). (c) Hemolysis ratio of various 
treatments and photo of hemolysis (n = 3, mean ± SD). +: Triton; 1: Blank-Gel; 2: SOS-Gel; 3: OGC-Gel; 4: Mix-Gel. (d) Cell proliferation analysis after 24 h of 
hypoxia incubation (n = 3, mean ± SD). (e) Immunofluorescence images of BrdU incorporation staining of HDFa cells. Scale bar = 50 μm. 
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ROS levels in wounds treated with Mix-Gel compared to those treated 
with Blank-Gel and the Tegaderm control (Fig. 8a and c). The notably 
high DHE intensity in the Tegaderm control and Blank-Gel groups 
indicate sustained high ROS levels in healed tissue even after 14 days of 
treatments, potentially contributing to hypertrophic scar formation. 
Immunofluorescent staining for CD206 and F4/80, indicative of M2 
anti-inflammatory macrophages and a universal marker for macro-
phages, respectively, was conducted to further assess inflammation 
levels of various treatments (Fig. 8a and e). Consistent with the in vitro 
results, Mix-Gel exhibited the highest CD206 expression compared to 

control groups, affirming its effective anti-inflammatory capacity. 

2.6. In vivo wound healing efficacy on porcine full-thickness wound 
model: pilot study 

Porcine full-thickness wound model was further utilized to explore 
the clinical translation potential of human wound healing. The pig 
model has gained prominence in wound healing research due to its 
resemblance to humans in terms of anatomy, physiology, and immune 
response [46]. Unlike rodents, pig skin closely mirrors human skin 

Fig. 5. Evaluation of in vitro cell migration and angiogenesis. (a) Scratch assay for wound healing assessment at 12 h and 24 h after different treatments under 
hypoxia. Scale bar = 200 μm. (b) Remained wound area percentage of different treatments in (a) (n = 3, mean ± SD). (c) and (d) Microscopic images under 
brightfield and corresponding quantification of transwell migration assays conducted on HDF-a cells (n = 3, mean ± SD). Scale bar = 200 μm. (e) Evaluation of tube 
formation capacity in HUVECs following various treatments. Scale bar = 200 μm. Quantitative assessment of (f) total branch length and (g) branch count (n = 3, 
mean ± SD). 
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Fig. 6. In vivo wound healing assessment of Mix-Gel on a rat full-thickness wound model. (a) Illustration of wound surgery and treatment timeline. (b) Repre-
sentative digital photos of wounds with different treatments from D0 to D14. Scale bar = 7 mm. (c) Simulated wound healing process of (b) at different time points. 
(d) Quantification of wound area (cm2) at different treatments over the period of 14 days. (e) Wound closure rate of different treatments from D0 to D14 (n = 6/ 
group, mean ± SD). (f) Relative body weight of rats over time. 
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architecture given its tight connection to subcutaneous tissue. Studies 
have shown comparable thickness of skin layers, blood supply in dermis, 
and dermal-epidermal ratio between pigs and humans [47]. Both species 
share developed rete-ridges, pars papillaris, and abundant subdermal 
fatty tissue, with fat serving as the main insulation, which makes the 
porcine model a suitable candidate for investigating clinical applications 
[48,49]. 

In this preliminary investigation, we conducted a comparative 
analysis of Mix-Gel, OGC-Gel, and Blank-Gel’s impact on wound healing 
at day 3 post-surgery, which corresponds to the initial proliferation 

stage. We employed two types of wounds: punch and stitch wounds 
(Fig. 9a). The results demonstrated that Mix-Gel significantly enhanced 
wound closure rates in both types of wounds (Fig. 9b, c and 9e). This is a 
crucial factor in early healing, since rapid contraction provides a barrier 
and prevents microbial invasion. Histological analysis revealed that 
Mix-Gel-treated wounds exhibited the increased formation of granula-
tion tissue and hair follicles (Fig. 9d and f). Additionally, the epidermis 
thickness was greater in the Mix-Gel group, indicating an accelerated 
progression into the proliferation stage of wound healing. The prefer-
ence for OGC-Gel in stitched wound healing over punched wound 

Fig. 7. Histopathological assessment of wound tissue treated with hydrogels. (a) H&E and (b) Masson’s trichrome staining images of wound tissue collected at D14. 
The arrows represent: blood clots (green), inflammation (black), newly formed blood vessels (red), newly formed hair follicles (yellow). Quantitative analysis of (c) 
Scar index, (d) Dermis thickness, (e) Epidermis thickness, and (f) Collagen volume fraction (n = 3, mean ± SD). 
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healing can be attributed to several factors. An important factor to 
consider is that sutured wounds, where closure is achieved using su-
tures, typically exhibit a smoother and more structurally sound surface. 
This smoother surface promotes enhanced adherence of OGC-Gel, 
consequently improving its capacity to deliver oxygen to the wound 
site. The inherently even and tightly sealed nature of sutured wounds 
offers a more favorable environment for the successful application of the 
gel. In summary, despite the inability of punched wounds to offer a fully 
sealed environment, Mix-Gel exhibited significant and essential wound 
healing efficacy, underscoring its potential for clinical applications. 

3. Discussion 

The development of advanced wound healing strategies hold sig-
nificant promise for improving patient outcomes and reducing the 
burden of wound care patients. In this study, we investigated the po-
tential of Mix-Gel, a cascade enzymatic reaction-based oxygen gener-
ating nanocarriers laden hydrogel, as a therapeutic means to enhance 
acute wound healing. The incorporation of two enzyme-based oxygen 
nanobubbles, SOS and OGC, endowed the hydrogel with antioxidant and 
oxygen-supplying capabilities. Through the scavenging actions of SOS 

and OGC, superoxide anion and H2O2 were effectively eliminated while 
generating oxygen. Furthermore, the oxygen released from the nano-
bubbles synergistically contributed to the alleviation of hypoxia, as 
evidenced by the observed effects on HDFa cells. 

Our results highlight several important aspects of Mix-Gel’s effec-
tiveness in promoting wound closure and tissue regeneration. One of the 
key observations was the enhanced wound closure rate associated with 
Mix-Gel application in both rat and porcine full-thickness wound model, 
as early wound contraction not only contributes to tissue protection but 
also prevents the invasion of microorganisms, thereby minimizing the 
risk of infection. The rapid wound closure, hypoxia mitigation, and anti- 
inflammation function was essential to obtain scarless wound healing 
and reduce the formation of keloids, which underscores the potential 
clinical applications of Mix-Gel. While our nano oxygen chamber 
effectively mitigates excessive ROS and prevents scarring, the system as 
such is not applicable for infected wounds. Future research will explore 
incorporating antibacterial materials for broader applications. Although 
our study showed promise, wound tensile strength was not assessed due 
to physiological differences between rodents and humans, and hence 
requires further investigation in porcine models. 

In conclusion, our study provides compelling evidence for the 

Fig. 8. Evaluation of in vivo angiogenesis, ROS level, hypoxia mitigation, and macrophage phenotype. (a) Wound tissue fluorescent staining. Row 1: Immunoflu-
orescent staining of CD31 on day 14 post treatment. Scale bar = 200 μm. Row 2: DHE staining for the examination of ROS levels on day 14. Scale bar = 200 μm. Row 
3: Immunofluorescent staining of HIF-1α on day 14. Scale bar = 200 μm. Row 4: Immunofluorescent staining of M2 phenotype macrophage (CD206, red) and F4/80 
(green) Scale bar = 100 μm. Quantification of fluorescent intensity of (b) CD31; (c) DHE; (d) HIF-1α (n = 3, mean ± SD). (e) Quantification of the percentage of M2 
macrophages (n = 3, mean ± SD). 
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effectiveness of Mix-Gel in mitigating hypoxia, scavenging ROS, pro-
moting wound closure and tissue regeneration. The observed improve-
ments in wound closure rates and histological features in rat and porcine 
models suggest that Mix-Gel holds significant promise as an advanced 
wound healing strategy. The cascade enzymatic reaction-mediated 
hypoxia relief and antioxidant property positions Mix-Gel as a poten-
tially valuable wound care treatment. Further investigations and clinical 
trials are warranted to validate its efficacy across a broader range of 
wound scenarios and to establish its safety and effectiveness in a clinical 
setting. 

4. Experimental section 

4.1. Preparation of SOS and SOS-con 

8 mg of SOD and 16 mg of dextran sulfate were dissolved in 4 mL 
sterile 1 × PBS buffer (pH = 7.4), and then fully mixed using a magnetic 
stirrer overnight. Subsequently, the ultrasonication was carried out on 
ice bath utilizing an ultrasonic cell disruptor (SFX250, Branson, USA). 
Ultrasonication was performed in a cyclic pattern of 3 s on and 3 s off, at 
an amplitude of 60 %, for a duration of 5 min. Throughout the ultra-
sonication process, a continuous supply of oxygen with a flow rate of 
0.45 L/min was introduced into the system to form SOS. The fabrication 
process of SOS-con involved utilizing an identical concentration of SOD 
and dextran sulfate as employed in the case of SOS. After a thorough 
overnight mixing, ultrasonication was performed using the same 

Fig. 9. In vivo wound healing assessment of Mix-Gel on a porcine full-thickness wound model. (a) Illustration of the wound models (2 patterns: punch and stitch 
wounds) and treatment timeline. Illustration was created with BioRender.com. (b) Representative digital photos of wounds with varied treatments at different time 
points. Scale bar = 7 mm (The Tegaderm group data is shared with reference [49]). (c) Wound closure rate (n = 3/group, mean ± SD) over time. (d) Representative 
H&E imaging of punch wound tissue on Day 3. Yellow arrow: newly generated epidermis; Green arrow: granulation tissue; Black arrow: newly born glands. (e) 
Representative digital images of wounds with varied treatments at different time points. Scale bar = 7 mm. (f) Representative images of H&E imaging of stitch wound 
tissue on Day 3. Red arrow: blood clot; Green arrow: newly generated granulation tissue. 
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conditions as the SOS fabrication process, except nitrogen was used in 
place of oxygen. The flow rate of nitrogen during this step was main-
tained at 0.45 L/min. This modification in the gas environment during 
ultrasonication serves as the distinctive factor in the fabrication process, 
differentiating SOS-con from SOS. The resultant solution was subjected 
to filtration using a 0.22 μm cellulose acetate filter. To remove the 
unreacted SOD, the final step involved an ultrafiltration process using an 
Amicon Ultra 15 filter with a molecular weight cutoff of 100 kDa. 

4.2. Characterization of SOS 

The hydrodynamic size distribution, zeta potential, TEM images, 
SEM images, UV–Vis absorbance, particle concentration, diameter sta-
bility at 4 ◦C, SOD activity, SOD conjugation efficiency, and FT-IR 
spectrum of SOS nanoparticle was measured. All detailed procedures 
were included in the Supporting Information. 

4.3. Oxygen generation capacity, superoxide elimination and ROS 
scavenging evaluation 

Oxygen generation and release for a period of 6 h was investigated. 
The absorbance at 450 nm was tested to verify superoxide elimination. 
SO and ROS detection after treated hydrogels was examined by ROS/ 
SOD fluorescence detection kit. Detailed procedures can be found in the 
Supporting Information. 

4.4. Preparation and characteristics of hydrogels 

To form SOS-Gel and OGC-Gel, 250 μL SOS or OGC was fully mixed 
with 250 μL PBS and 500 μL sodium alginate (2 wt%), respectively. For 
Mix-Gel, 250 μL SOS and 250 μL OGC was added into 500 μL sodium 
alginate (2 wt%) and thoroughly blended. Finally, 100 μL of 0.1 M CaCl2 
was introduced into the mixture, and the resulting solution was allowed 
to undergo a gelation process for 3 min. 

ESEM (FEI Quanta FEG 450 ESEM) was utilized to observe the 
microstructure of hydrogels. The rheological behaviors of different 
hydrogels were measured by rheometer. All detailed procedures were 
included in the Supporting Information. 

4.5. Cell viability, hemolysis assay, and cell proliferation assay 

The assessment of cell viability was performed utilizing HEKa cells 
and HDFa cells, following the documented methodology. The hemolysis 
assay was conducted utilizing red blood cells from rats, following the 
established protocol as previously reported. Cell proliferation assay was 
conducted on HDFa cells, according to the previously reported method. 
All detailed procedures were included in the Supporting Information. 

4.6. Scratching assay 

HDF-a cells were initially pre-seeded within a 24-well plate. Once the 
confluency of cells reached 80%–90 %, controlled scratch wounds were 
made using a sterile 200 μL pipette tip. Subsequently, the culture me-
dium was substituted with DMEM supplemented with 1 % FBS. The 
hydrogels were then added to the upper chamber of cell culture inserts 
(Millicell®, Sigma-Aldrich), and the entire system was placed within a 
hypoxia chamber, maintained under the specified hypoxic conditions. 
Over various time intervals (12 h and 24 h), healing was observed via 
microscopy (ZEISS) and quantified using the ImageJ software. 

4.7. Transwell migration assay 

In the transwell migration assay, HDF-a cells were seeded within the 
upper chamber of cell culture inserts at a density of 1 × 104 cells/mL. 
Simultaneously, hydrogels were added into the lower chamber, con-
taining the culture medium. Following a 24-h incubation period, cells 

situated on the upper side of the insert were gently eliminated using a 
cotton swab. Subsequently, the cells that had migrated to the lower side 
of the insert were stained with a 0.5 % crystal violet solution for 1 h. The 
quantification of the migrated cell population was performed using the 
ImageJ software. 

4.8. Tube formation assay 

In the tube formation assay, HUVEC cells at a passage earlier than the 
6th were employed for evaluation. Specifically, 100 μL of Matrigel 
(Corning) was introduced into each well of a 96-well plate and subse-
quently incubated at 37 ◦C to solidify for a duration of 1 h. Following 
this, 10,000 HUVECs were seeded into each well, after which different 
hydrogels were treated. The plates were then placed within a hypoxia 
chamber enriched hypoxic mixture as described. After 6-h of incubation, 
brightfield images capturing the formation of tubular structures were 
acquired using a Leica microscope. Images of tube formation assay were 
analyzed and processed with Angiogenesis Analyzer in ImageJ (National 
Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Angiogenesis Analyzer extracts 
the characteristics of the tube network and provides output including 
color coding and the number of tubes and branches, hence, it is broadly 
used in quantitative assessment of angiogenesis. For this work, we did 3 
replicates and quantified the number of branches and total branch 
length, which are the most representative parameters of angiogenesis. 

4.9. In vivo rat wound healing study 

All animal studies were performed in accordance with the guidelines 
of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and the Division of 
Animal Resources at the University of Illinois (IACUC Protocol#: 
23,012). Male Sprague-Dawley rats, aged 8 weeks and weighing 
250–300 g, were sourced from Envigo Laboratory (Indianapolis, IN) for 
the study. The rats were allocated randomly into five groups: NT, Blank- 
Gel, OGC-Gel, SOS-Gel, and Mix-Gel. Full-thickness wounds were 
meticulously created on the dorsal area using a sterile disposable 8 mm 
diameter dermal biopsy punch (MEDLINE) [50]. These wounds 
extended to a depth of 2 mm. The hydrogels were applied to the wounds 
and refreshed on a bi-daily basis post-surgery. The progression of wound 
closure within 14 days was monitored using a digital camera. Subse-
quently, the determination of wound closure areas was executed uti-
lizing Image J software. The wound closure rate (%) at various time 
points was computed according to the formula:  

Wound closure (%) = [(Area (0 day) − Area (n day))/Area (0 day)] × 100 %, 

wherein “n" denotes the post-surgery treatment day. 
After 14 days had elapsed, the animals were humanely euthanized, 

and the wound tissues were extracted for analysis. Subsequently, the 
tissues were subjected to fixation using a 10 % formalin neutral buffered 
solution (Sigma-Aldrich) for further H&E and Masson Trichrome stain-
ing. The histology images were captured using a microscope. 

4.10. In vivo porcine wound healing pilot study 

All animal studies were performed in accordance with the guidelines 
of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and the Division of 
Animal Resources at the University of Illinois (IACUC Protocol#: 
22,133). The detailed procedures were provided in the Supporting 
Information. 

4.11. Statistical analysis 

Statistical significance tests were conducted using a two-tailed Stu-
dent’s t-test for pairwise comparisons between two groups, and one-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for comparisons among multiple 
groups. A significance level of p < 0.05 was considered statistically 
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significant. *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, and ****: p <
0.0001. 
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